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Abstract In recent years, the rapid and wide-ranging implementation of a cloud-based electronic

healthcare record (EHR) storage system has shown significant advantages in effectively managing

EHR for healthcare organizations and patients. However, in the cloud-based EHR storage model,

the patients no longer have direct control of their EHR, whereas healthcare organizations may

access the outsourced EHR whenever necessary. It may always cause severe security issues, specif-

ically when healthcare organizations collude with the cloud service provider (CSP) to conceal any

medical malpractice. Therefore, to deal with these significant concerns, we have introduced a novel

blockchain based efficient tamper-proof model for EHR storage in decentralized InterPlanetary File

System (IPFS) storage in the cloud - ‘‘TAC-EHR”. The key idea of the model is that every opera-

tion involves outsourcing EHRs and integrating these EHRs into a transaction on the public block-

chain provides computationally unforgeability to the outsourced EHRs. Moreover, the proposed

EHR storage model can also manage batch outsourcing, i.e., numerous EHR outsourcing for mul-

tiple patients by multiple doctors simultaneously, in an effective manner. The experimental and

security analysis demonstrates that the proposed blockchain based cloud-assisted EHR storage

model efficiently assures intractability computationally and outperforms the existing models in

terms of computational and communication overhead.
� 2023 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In recent years, cloud computing has extensively been used in
various fields. Cloud computing refers to delivering various
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services over the internet, i.e., storage, networking, and soft-
ware [1]. Cloud storage plays a key role in cloud computing
through directly transferring data and access control to the

cloud, which reduces the development cost and eliminates
the need to manage the storage infrastructure on its own.
The term ‘‘Electronic Health Record” (EHR) refers to a

computer-based database that stores many types of medical
data, including but not limited to patient identification infor-
mation, medical history, diagnoses, allergies, vital signs, lab

test findings, and more. This information is useful for medical
personnel to monitor the patient’s condition and plan treat-
ment strategies. Moreover, these days, incorporating cloud ser-
vices into electronic health systems has shown significant

potential, and a wide range of unheard-of advantages to
managing electronic healthcare records (EHRs) [2,3]. These
cloud based EHR storage models facilitate healthcare institu-

tions to seamlessly manage EHRs via cloud storage services
and contribute significantly to dispute settlements in medical
malpractices. Although these models make significant benefits

more alluring than ever, EHR outsourcing has created severe
security concerns. As an EHR is sensitive data, it should never
be leaked for confidentiality reasons. However, these tradi-

tional cloud-based EHR storage models would not take
accountability for EHR’s privacy preservation against adver-
saries in their Service Level Agreements; but only commit to
secure the privacy to the extent possible [4]. Moreover, in these

existing models, the cloud service providers (CSPs), being
third-party servers, are typically considered semi-malicious
entities. Being a semi-malicious entity, the CSPs provide the

storage service to the end-users. However, it can access, modify
and leak data to others for its benefits [5,6]. These security
issues mainly encompass EHR confidentiality, integrity, and

availability. We briefly discuss these as follows:

1. EHR confidentiality: CSP can leak the patient’s EHR and

identity information for personal benefits, causing privacy
loss to the patient.

2. EHR integrity: Since patients have no direct control over
the outsourced EHRs in CSP, the integrity of the out-

sourced EHRs is always at high risk. Further, whenever
any type of medical conflict arises, there is no way for
patients to verify whether or not the outsourced EHRs have

been modified.
3. EHR availability: Apart from these, cloud computing and

storage are considered as a centralized system, so whenever

the cloud servers fail or break down, all the patients or doc-
tors would be severely affected.

We further elaborate on the above three issues. In a tradi-

tional cloud-based EHR storage system, initially, doctors gen-
erate the patient’s EHR and outsource it to the CSP, where
EHRs are signed and encrypted by the doctors [7]. So, the

patients have no role in signing and encrypting the EHRs. Thus,
maintaining the integrity of the outsourced EHRs at CSP is also
challenging when doctors outsource the generated EHRs on

patients’ behalf. Since, in many real-world adversarial situations,
doctors can be semi-malicious. Doctors can be trustworthy dur-
ing the diagnosing period, but they can become malicious after-

ward. So, they can modify, forge, or delete the outsourced EHRs
for personal benefits or hide their medical malpractices. More-
over, the centralized cloud storage can also causes the single
point of failure on any failure at CSP.
Apart from these, there is a strong assumption in the exist-
ing model [8] that the CSP will never collude with the malicious
doctor to modify the outsourced EHRs. This assumption does

not hold in situations where the doctors can incentivize the
CSP to tamper with the outsourced EHRs, then such type of
misdeed is hard to detect. Therefore, to resist the collusion

between rational CSP and malicious doctors, a trusted server
is introduced to authenticate all the doctors. However, the
computationally intractability of such methods depends on

the reliability and unforgeability of trusted servers. Specifi-
cally, it is challenging to resist collusion between any two enti-
ties without any trusted third-party server being introduced.

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based tamper-proof

efficient EHR storage model for the cloud environment called -
TAC-EHR. It assures the integrity and proper confidentiality
of the outsourced EHRs from unauthorized modification with

a trusted third-party entity. Moreover, the computational
unforgeability of the proposed model is also assured even if
any two entities collude, i.e., malicious doctor and the rational

CSP. The primary idea is to employ blockchain technology,
which offers tamper-proofing and a decentralized way for con-
ducting transactions without any central authority being intro-

duced. In the proposed model, the generated EHRs are
integrated into a transaction on the permissionless or public
blockchain, i.e., Ethereum blockchain [37,38]. The public
blockchain is used as an open, distributed, and tamper-proof

ledger to account for the possession of the token values or
records all transactions between any two parties involved.
Due to the computational immutability of the public block-

chain, i.e., Ethereum blockchain, once a transaction is
recorded in the blockchain, it cannot be modified and deleted.
However, it is not reasonable to integrate the complete EHR

on the blockchain, as the total resource needs for every node
would be incredibly high on the blockchain. So, due to the lim-
ited storage space of every block on the blockchain, we employ

a distributed file system, i.e., InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS), which follows a content-based addressable method to
store and search the data with high integrity and durability
[9]. In IPFS, there is no centralized server; also, the EHRs

are distributed and stored on various IPFS nodes throughout
the internet. Therefore, IPFS technology doesn’t have a single
point of failure, ensuring the proper EHR availability to doc-

tors and patients.
Furthermore, IPFS facilitates the distribution of massive

amounts of EHRs with high efficiency [10]. Each of the EHRs

stored on the IPFS system have a distinct hash-string, by
which anyone can easily access the stored EHR in the dis-
tributed IPFS-nodes. In the proposed methodology, whole
EHRs are stored in IPFS based distributed storage model.

Thus, only the hash-string of EHRs are needed to integrate
into transactions on the blockchain and also used to map the
whole EHR in the IPFS based distributed storage. Therefore,

the proposed model endorses large-scale EHR and has excel-
lent robustness. Moreover, the proposed methodology also
deploys an efficient and secure password-based key-

agreement method to create secure communication between
patients, hospitals, and doctors. This secure password-based
key-agreement method can resist the vulnerable password

guessing attacks, maintaining a more substantial security guar-
antee. To this end, we propose a cost-effective and more secure
cloud-based EHR storage model via blockchain with improved
security assurances and overall efficiency.
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1.1. Our contributions

The main contributions of this manuscript are summarized as
follow:

1. We employ a novel EHR storage architecture based on
blockchain. This assures the confidentiality and integrity
of the outsourced EHRs with a trusted entity, where the
EHRs are integrated into immutable transactions on the

blockchain. This considerably simplifies system administra-
tion and eliminates the need to implement new crypto-
graphic systems to meet varying levels of security risk.

2. Also, we use decentralized storage (IPFS), which assigns a
unique hash to each outsourced EHRs, preventing repeti-
tive storage while reducing space. It also allocates dis-

tributed storage to outsourced EHRs to avoid a single
point of failure, ensuring the proper availability of out-
sourced EHRs.

3. We also enhance the proposed model to support batch-
outsourcing, storage and integrating multiple generated
EHRs into a transaction on the blockchain, where multiple
requests for the above-discussed tasks can be efficiently per-

formed simultaneously.
4. The proposed model separates the transactions for publish-

ing the outsourced EHRs from transactions for fine-grained

access control. Simultaneously, the outsourced EHRs are
stored on various IPFS nodes, effectively reducing the com-
putation and communication overhead.

5. We also provide the formal security analysis to ensure the
proper computational intractability of the proposed model.
Even if any two entities collude, the malicious entities with
a limited fraction of the network’s total computational

power cannot break the validity of blockchain and the
infeasibility of the model. Moreover, the performance anal-
ysis shows the efficiency and practicability of the proposed

model.

1.2. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 intro-
duces some previously designed frameworks on cloud-based

secure EHR storage. Section 3 describes the preliminaries used
throughout the paper. In Section 4, we describe the system
model, the adversary model, and some other related definitions
with design objectives. In Section 5, we discuss the complete

model of proposed blockchain-based secure EHR storage in
the cloud-environment. Detailed security analysis of the pro-
posed model is described in Section 6. In Section 7, we analyze

the performance of the proposed model in terms of communi-
cation and computation overheads. Section 8. Finally, Sec-
tion 9 concludes this proposed model.

2. Related work

2.1. Traditional cloud-assisted EHR storage model

A cloud-based EHR storage system provides the users (i.e.,

individual patients or healthcare organizations) an effective
and convenient way to regulate their sensible EHRs. As the
EHRs contain the most confidential and crucial details for
any patients [11], cloud-based EHR storage system often faces
the challenges regarding the privacy and security of the out-

sourced EHRs [12–15]. Therefore, to attain proper security
for patient’s privacy towards internal adversaries, the whole
EHRs are outsourced in encrypted form. Earlier, a large num-

ber of methodologies proposed to ensure the proper integrity
and privacy for outsourced EHRs in a cloud model. Lee
et al. [16] designed a key-management based effective model

to secure EHRs. This methodology establishes a trusted
third-party server to manage the patient’s secret keys. How-
ever, due to some consequences, this trusted third-party server
may be interested in accessing the information from EHRs,

which causes some serious concerns related to the privacy of
the patients. Sun et al. [17] drafted a secure EHR storage
model to assure proper infeasibility for patient’s privacy with-

out any trusted third-party server being introduced. Neverthe-
less, the system model of this scheme does not match the basic
cloud-based storage system requirements. Generally, in these

discussed models, the EHRs are outsourced by the patients,
whereas the doctors always required to send the generated
EHR to the particular patients. Thus, in these models, the

patients have a heavy burden for computation and communi-
cation overhead. Moreover, to attain the required security for
the outsourced EHRs on semi-trusted CSP, attribute-based
encryption (ABE) is implemented to ensure fine-grained access

control, which also conceals the values of the distinct and
responsive attributes in the access policy. Zhang et al. [18]
reviewed these schemes and observed that the CSP contains

a significant quantity of duplicate EHR. So, to reduce the stor-
age overhead at CSP, the authors [18] designed an efficient
model to enable the CSP to eliminate the duplicate EHRs,

which effectively reduces the storage overheads. Wei et al.
[19] introduced a CPABE scheme-based secure EHR-sharing
model in the cloud paradigm. Their proposed model attained

the user-revocation, EHR confidentiality, and key delegation
of users. Nevertheless, in this model, user revocation is period-
ically executed to ensure security against internal threats from
malicious users. This model also employed the less expressive

LSSS access structure. However, these methodologies include
secure and efficient storage for EHRs in the CSP. In contrast,
some severe issues still exist in these methodologies, i.e., how

to avoid the internal adversaries and failures or breakdown
at CSP.

2.2. Blockchain based EHR storage model

Recently, some authors introduced the blockchain-based
model for EHR storage in the cloud-environment [20–24].
Yu et al. [25] proposed an attribute-based signature model

with various authorities to ensure the integrity of EHRs. After
diagnosis, the patient’s treatment-data is integrated into one
single block. However, healthcare data can be massive and

relational, which requires broad-range searching. Huang
et al. [26] proposed a patient-centric blockchain-based model
- ‘‘HealthBlock”, to support the computational infeasibility

against modification attacks on stored EHRs. So, the patients
with the original password can only access the EHRs from the
blockchain. They have designed a proof-chain to store manip-

ulation logs of patients’ stored EHRs. Later, the proof-chain
logs were utilized as proof to protect rights. Furthermore,
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HealthBlock is also susceptible to offline-dictionary and replay
attacks. In 2021, Li et al. [27] proposed a blockchain-based
EHR storage model with an attribute-based model to ensure

proper security with privacy preservation. However, EHRs
are directly stored on the blockchain at CSP in this model,
leading to a new centralization concern. Simultaneously, Li

et al. [28] compiled a blockchain-assisted EHR storage model
with an effective provenance method. This model employed
the public blockchain to secure the provenance of EHR

records. So, this model efficiently audited the EHRs and
securely maintained the corresponding provenance. However,
due to the limited storage in blocks on the blockchain, increas-
ing the size of EHRs or the number of EHRs, these models can

lead to unacceptable authentication delays.
The authors Hussien et al. [29] proposed a ‘‘smart contract-

based searchable attribute-based encryption (ABE) - SC-ABE”

for secure EHR storage over cloud paradigm by integrating
smart contract, CPABE, searchable symmetric encryption,
and IPFS storage. Dagher et al. [30] recently proposed an effi-

cient model, where hash-values of outsourced EHRs are stored
in blocks on the blockchain while forwarding the specific query
link information on transactions through HTTPs. So, this

model also suffers from a severe Denial of Service (DoS)
attack. Benil et al. [31] emphasized that scalability of medical
records along with secure storage is a major concern for
Blockchain-based EHR systems. These researchers created a

test case in which smart contracts are used to improve data
scalability. Furthermore, in real-scenario, doctors can only
be fully trustworthy during the diagnosing-period. However,

if any malicious doctors incentivize the CSP to modify the out-
sourced EHRs, it becomes challenging to disclose such misbe-
havior by malicious doctors [32]. Recently, Yang et al. [48]

proposed an attribute-based outsourcing decryption model,
which significantly reduces the computational overhead of
users. Also, the ABE and ABS schemes improve the computa-

tional efficiency of the model. However, the consortium block-
chain framework leads to a new centralization concern with
severe key-escrow issues for secure EHR storage. Scheme [49]
introduced IPFS based decentralized EHR storage model with

permissioned blockchain to attain proper availability of EHR
in cloud paradigm. However, this scheme still has some limita-
tions, such as authorized access, timeliness of EHRs, and the

functional challenges with the stored data in the blockchain.
Chelladurai et al. [50] proposed a decentralized blockchain
structure with modified merkle hash tree (MMHT) to share

healthcare records. The proposed model relied on novel
MMHT with efficient hashing procedure to secure verification
and validation of all transactions for EHR sharing. Therefore,
we propose a secure and efficient blockchain-based methodol-

ogy for EHR storage in the cloud environment, which follows
the timeliness of EHRs and assures the proper integrity of out-
sourced EHRs. Table 1 illustrates a comparative analysis of

the existing cloud-based EHR storage models and the pro-
posed model.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we analyze some preliminaries to support the
proposed methodology. We also give a brief explanation of
bilinear pairing, blockchain, and some other related
definitions.

3.1. Bilinear pairing and complexity assumptions

3.1.1. Bilinear-pairing

Let En be an elliptic curve defined over Fq; n 2 Z�
p with gcd(n,

p) =1. Now, assume ðG1;G2Þ be the two multiplicative cyclic
group of prime order p and g is the fixed generator of G1.

So, a map functions as e : G1 � G1 ! G2 is described as cryp-
tographic bilinear map iff it satisfies the following properties.

1. Non-Degeneracy: For any a; b 2 G1; a– b then eða; bÞ – 1.
2. Bilinearity: For any 8r; s 2 Zp then

8a; b 2 G1; eðaR; bSÞ ¼ eðaR; SÞb ¼ eðR; bSÞa ¼ eðR; SÞab
3. Computability: For any a; b 2 G1 there exists an efficient

algorithm to calculate eða; bÞ.

Definition 1: Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem: Let
G1 be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p with g as
generator of G1, and randomly select ða; b; cÞ 2 Zp, given

ðga; gb; gabÞ. Finally, determine whether gc ¼ gab.
Definition 2: Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption:

Let G1 be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p with

g as generator of G1, and randomly selects ða; b; cÞ 2 Zp. Then,

the DDH-assumption is that it is hard to differentiate between

the distribution of ðga; gb; gabÞ and ðga; gb; gcÞ. More explicitly,

we describe AdvtDDH
G1

as follows;

AdvtDDH
G1

ðAÞ ¼ jPr½Aðg; ga; gb; gabÞ ¼ 1�
The hard DDH-assumption holds in G1 iff Advt

DDH
G1

ðAÞ is neg-
ligible for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary A.

Definition 3: Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) assump-

tion: Let G1 be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p
with g as generator of G1, and randomly selects

ða; b; cÞ 2 Zp, given ðg; ga; gbÞ. Then, it is computationally

intractable to calculate C ¼ gab. More explicitly, we describe

ACDH
G1

as follows;

P½ACDH
G1

ðg; ga; gb 2 G1Þ ! gab 2 G1 : 8a;b2RZp
� 62

The hard CDH assumption holds in G1 iff ACDH
G1

is negligible

for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary A.

3.2. InterPlanetary file system (IPFS)

IPFS is an open-source, peer-to-peer distributed hypermedia

protocol that aims to function as a ubiquitous file system for
all computing devices [9,10]. It uses content-based addressing
to uniquely identify the stored data-files in the global names-

pace, by assigning distinct hash-values for each data-file. Thus,
the users can locate and access their respective data-files by
relying on the hash-values of their respective stored data-

flies. It maintains a good deduplication model without the
restriction of any centralized server. In the IPFS network,
for any frequently requested data-file, it forms a duplicate-
data along the request-path. So, on the next request, it can

be directly accessed locally. IPFS distributed storage system



Table 1 Comparative analysis of different schemes and proposed model.

Schemes Proposed methodologies Privacy

preserving

Security against severe issues

(forgery, modification, data-

deduplication, key- escrow, reply and

replace attacks)

Timeliness

of EHR

Blockchain

framework

Protection

against single

point of failure

for storage

Sun et al.

[17]

SSE (encryption technique)

with ID-based bilinear

pairing

U X X X X

Zhang et al.

[18]

Attribute based access

control policy technique

U X X X X

Wei et al.

[19]

CPABE with secure user-

revocation method

U X X X X

Yu et al.

[25]

Attribute based encryption

policy with Multi-authority

scheme

U X X U X

Cao et al.

[22]

Permissionless blockchain

with BLS-signature scheme

U U U U X

Huang et al.

[26]

Permissioned blockchain

with Public key

infrastructure (PKI)

X X X U X

Li et al. [27] Permissioned blockchain

with access authorization

model

U X X U X

Li et al. [28] Simple provenance assisted

permissioned blockchain

based storage

U X X U X

Hussein

et al. [29]

Smart contract enabld

ABE with IPFS

U X X U U(Due to IPFS

based

decentralised

storage)

Dagher

et al. [30]

Permissionless blockchain

(PoW based) with HTTPs

protocol

U X X U X

Benil et al.

[31]

Permissioned blockchain

with Public key

infrastructure (PKI)

U X X U X

Yang et al.

[48]

Consortium blockchain

with secure attribute-based

signature (ABS)

U X X U X

Sun et al.

[49]

Permissioned blockchain

blockchain with secure

attribute-based encryption

scheme

U X X U U(Due to IPFS

based

decentralised

storage)

Chelladurai

et al. [50]

Permissioned blockchain

(PoW based) with MMHT

scheme

U X X U X

Proposed Permissionless blockchain

(PoW based) with secure

signature scheme

U U U U U(Due to IPFS

based

decentralised

storage)
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has layered on the top of the Bit-torrent protocol and Kadem-
lia Distributed Hash table (DHT) [36]. Moreover, Object Mer-

kle DAG is perhaps the unique part of IPFS as the Content
Addressing, Tamper Resistance, and Deduplication is all
essential features from this distributed storage. IPFS also

describes other artifacts to create a versioned file-system above
the Merkle DAG [45]. IPFS considers that dividing large files
into individual blocks is difficult, and IPFS provides many

alternatives that the users can customize. In brief, IPFS is a
secure, content-based addressing model for data storage mech-
anism, which provides high-capacity storage with efficient con-
current accessibility. In the proposed model, the EHRs are
encrypted and stored in distributed IPFS nodes, whereas the

corresponding hash-values are recorded in DHT and managed
by the cloud manager (CM) at CSP.

4. Design Goals and Adversary model

In this section, we illustrate the system model, design goals and
adversary model of the proposed methodology. Moreover, the

notations used in this work are summarized in Table 2.
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4.1. System model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system model consists of five ele-
mentary entities; the CSP, the doctors (Dci), the patients
(Pti), the hospital (Ht), and the trusted third party auditor

(TPA). The CSP also consists of a sub-entity, which refers to
cloud manager (CM). It offers the doctors both EHRs out-
sourcing and efficient decentralized EHR-storage. The patients
refer to those who visit the hospital to meet the doctor for

diagnosing their medical problems. The doctors refer to who
generates the EHRs of the patients and outsources it to CSP.
The hospital (Ht) entity has all doctors and provides appoint-

ments to patients to meet with the doctors. On the other hand,
a relevant entity named as TPA also exists in the model, which
acts as a trusted authority between the CSP and other entities.

Mainly, the TPA is described as the specialist in data-
authentication. Thus, it can manage the auditing task to check
the integrity of the outsourced EHRs. Initially, the patients

register with the hospital and share some auxiliary information
with the hospital. So, the hospital creates related diagnosing-
information for the corresponding patient, which consists of
information related to the appointed doctor with proper

appoint-time, place, and some other necessary information.
In contrast, the generated treatment_key (TK) is shared
between the other entities. Afterwards, the patients meet with

the doctor on the appointed time and diagnosed. Then, the
doctors generate EHR for the patient and encrypt it; out-
sources it to CSP. Here, large-scale EHRs are stored in a

decentralized manner at IPFS nodes in CSP. As a final step,
the CSP authenticates the doctors by validating the correctness
of the patient’s meeting.

Further, the proposed model involves four different algo-

rithms as follows;
Table 2 Symbols table.

Notations Definitions

l > 1 Security parameter

p Large prime number

ðG1;G2Þ The multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p

g generator of G1

ðIDDci ; IDPti Þ Identities of doctors and patients, respectively

ðIDHti Þ Identity of the hospitals

ð#i;PDci Þ Key-pair of doctors

ðli;QPti
Þ Key-pair of patients

H;H1;H2 Collision resistant cryptographic function

PwdPti Human-memorable password for patients

TmPt Scheduled time of patients to meet appointed

doctor

Cti Encrypted value of EHR ðmsÞ
TKi Treatment key to take an appointment

ðWAPti ;WtPti Þ Patient’s warrant to meet the doctor

ri Signature_value generated by doctor for Cti

Ĉti Outsourced value of patients’ EHRs to cloud

storage

Hi Hash-value of outsourced EHRs by IPFS nodes

ðACM;ADcÞ Externally owned Ethereum accounts of CM and

doctors

Blhashtm The latest confirmed height of the blockchain
1. Set_up procedure(): This randomized algorithm requires

the security parameter ðl > 1Þ as the input value, then gen-
erates system_parameter (sys_param), secret values, and
initializes the whole system.

2. Appointment_procedure(): This randomized algorithm
generates a treatment_key (TK) for each of the patients,
then the patients get a scheduled appointment time from
the hospital to meet the doctor.

3. Store_procedure(): This randomized algorithm facilitates
the doctors to outsource the generated EHRs to CSP with
its corresponding signature_value. Upon receiving the

EHRs from doctors, the CSP store it over distributed IPFS
nodes and integrates corresponding hash-values into a
transaction on blockchain.

4. Auditing_procedure(): This randomized algorithm facili-
tates the auditor to verify the integrity of the outsourced
EHRs. It also enables the CSP to demonstrate that the out-
sourced EHRs are effectively managed or not.

4.2. Adversary model

The adversary model can consider adversaries in two different
perspectives; internal and external adversaries.

1. Internal adversaries: Generally, internal adversaries are
related to semi-trusted doctors, rational CSP, and rational
CM as follows:

� Rational CSP and CM: In the proposed model, the CM
is considered as a rational entity. As the CM is subject to
CSP for the proposed model, this presumption adopts
from the previously discussed cloud-based storage sys-

tem [33–35]. Specifically, the CM can only deviate from
the described model, iff its benefits will be increased. It
may be incentivized by the malicious doctors to forge

the outsourced EHRs, such as any malicious doctor may
try to tamper the EHR to cover-up his/her medical
malpractice.

� Semi-trusted doctors: The doctors may be semi-trusted,
as they would be trustworthy during the whole diag-
nosing period. However, after the completion of the d-

iagnosing period, they would initiate severe attacks as
follows:

(I) The malicious doctor may break the privacy of

outsourced EHRs. They can collude with mali-

cious CSP to access the outsourced EHRs and try
to reveal their sensible data or identity.

(II) The malicious doctor may collude with any of the

two entities, i.e., patients and the CSP, to out-
sources the forged EHR at CSP. Such as, after the
completion of the diagnosing period, the mali-

cious doctors may try to forge the outsourced E-
HR to cover-up their medical malpractices.

2. External adversaries: For external adversaries, the adver-
saries try to impersonate the patients for the appointment
with the hospital. Notably, in the existing EHR storage sys-

tem, the adversary often tries to request numerous
diagnostic-token (i.e., tokens required to meet the doctor
for diagnosing) and used these diagnostic-token for per-
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sonal benefits. At present, many cloud-based EHR storage

systems implement a password-based authentication model
to authenticate the patients and doctors. Such external
adversaries may execute a password-guessing attack to

break the infeasibility of such a cloud-based EHR storage
system.
Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, the semi-trusted hos-

pital is treated the same as the semi-trusted doctors in the
adversary model of the proposed model.

4.3. Design goals

To support an efficient tamper-proof blockchain-based
approach for cloud-assisted EHR storage, the proposed model

should attain the following properties;

1. Accountability: To prevent medical conflicts, the doctor

needs to be accountable for the treatment he/she has made,
and he/she can not modify or deny it. Anyone can check
whether previous treatment reports have been modified.

2. Efficiency: The proposed model should be efficient with
communication, computation, and storage overheads.

3. Decentralized storage: This feature assures that the out-

sourced EHRs are stored in a decentralized manner, which
ensures the resistance towards unauthorized access and
single-point of failure.

4. Proper security: The proposed model should satisfy the fol-

lowing security requirements:
(I) Resistance against impersonation attack: Any exter-

nal adversary may not impersonate any patient for

making a scheduled appointment with the hospital by
executing a password-guessing attack.

(II) Resistance against any forgery attack: Any adversary

cannot substitute the outsourced EHRs by forged
ones for target ones (i.e., to hide any medical
malpractice).

(III) Resistance against any modification attack: Once the

generated EHRs are properly outsourced and stored
at CSP, any adversary cannot replace the existing
EHRs, for target ones. Moreover, any malicious d-
octor can not incentivize the CSP to modify the ou-

tsourced EHR, which was generated by the same
doctor, to hide his/her mistake.

(IV) Confidentiality: Any adversary cannot be able to e-

xtract any part of outsourced EHRs.
5. Description of the proposed methodology

In the proposed model, initially, the patients make an appoint-
ment with the hospital and get the treatment_key (TK).
Through this treatment_key (TK), a secure channel establishes

between all the entities, i.e., hospital, patients, and the assigned
doctors. This process follows the strong password-based
authentication method with resistance to password-guessing

attacks. So, it guarantees the computationally infeasibility of
the proposed model towards the impersonate attacks by any
external adversaries. Before the scheduled diagnosing time,
the patients create a warrant to meet the doctor. This warrant

consists of the details of the assigned doctors, i.e., doctor’s ID
ðIDDcÞ with their diagnosing-time and other related informa-
tion. During the diagnosing-time, the doctor properly exami-

nes the patient, generates the required EHR, and extracts the
latest confirmed hash-values of u - successive blocks of the
Ethereum blockchain [42]. After that, the doctor outsources

the encrypted form of EHR with the corresponding signature
to the distributed IPFS-nodes at CSP. The IPFS storage server
automatically returns the hash-values of this outsourced EHR
to the CM and store it to Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [36].

Then, the CM integrates this into transactions on Ethereum
blockchain. Notably, in this framework, the hash-values of
the outsourced EHRs are generated for the IPFS storage. With

the help of these hash-values, the CM can easily detect any
modifications to the outsourced EHRs in IPFS-nodes. More-
over, the doctors can be able to access the complete outsourced

EHR in IPFS by the hash-values of the EHR on DHT. Fur-
ther, these hash-values of outsourced EHRs are integrated into
a transaction in Ethereum blockchain, which is generated

within one diagnosing-time period for the patient. Despite
the scenario as mentioned above, a different scenario may also
exist where multiple patients - Pti, (8i2½1;...;n�, where n-different
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doctors and n-different patients) may visit multiple doctors
ðDciÞ for treatment at the same time. All these doctors Dci
simultaneously generate a large number of EHRs for corre-

sponding patients ðPtiÞ. Then, the doctors ðDciÞ outsources
these EHRs with the corresponding signature to the dis-
tributed IPFS-node at CSP. Afterwards, IPFS storage gener-

ates hash-values for all these outsourced EHRs and
integrates these hash-values into a transaction in Ethereum
blockchain. Therefore, the proposed model supports batch

outsourcing of generated EHRs, the whole procedure for batch
outsourcing in Section 5.2. Furthermore, the timeliness of the
EHRs also considers, as it is more significant to know when
these EHRs were generated than what they were. The doctor

entity integrates all the generated EHRs into a transaction
on Ethereum blockchain. So, only by extracting the times-
tamp_value (Tm) from the particular block on Ethereum

blockchain, which includes the corresponding transaction,
anyone can get the time whenever the EHRs are generated.
Moreover, to ensure the non-equivocation nature of the pro-

posed model, we design the latest non-membership proof on
the Ethereum blockchain. All the accounts created to generate
the transactions in the proposed model are specially designed

and committed, which facilitates the TPA to verify whether
the number of generated transactions same as the number of
EHRs recorded or not. It can be easily obtained from the
”Nonce_value” of the account in Ethereum blockchain [51].

The security of the proposed model is specially designed on
the computationally intractability of Ethereum blockchain.
So, an adversary cannot fork the blockchain without having

a significant percentage of the full computational power of
the network. Even though the malicious CSP or CM collude
with any malicious doctor to modify the outsourced EHRs,

it cannot tamper the corresponding transactions on Ethereum
blockchain. The complete illustration of the proposed model is
described in Fig. 2.

5.1. Construction of the proposed model

The proposed methodology consists; a patient (Pt) with asso-
ciated identity IDPt, a hospital (Ht) with associated identity

IDHt, the doctor (Dc) with associated identity IDDc and a
TPA. The complete construction is divided into four phases;
Set_up procedure (), Appointment_procedure (), Store_proce-

dure() and Auditing_procedure(). The draft of these four
phases is described in the following manner.

5.1.1. Set_up procedure()

For a given security parameter ðl > 1Þ;G1 and G2 be the two
multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p and g is the fixed
generator of G1. Let, the bilinear pairing as e : G1 � G1 ! G2.

Further, selects three full-domain collision resistant secure ran-

dom cryptographic hash functions, i.e., H1;H2 : 0; 1f g� ! G1,

and H : 0; 1f g� ! Z�
p. Every doctor generates their personal

externally owned account ðADcÞ in Ethereum blockchain and

broadcasts it for others over the blockchain network. The
CM also generate their personal externally owned account
ðACMÞ in Ethereum blockchain and send it to the TPA and
the doctors. The hospital Ht provides a human-memorisable-

password PwdPt to the patients Pt. The patients Pt randomly
selects las a patient’s secret key, and also generates corre-
sponding patient’s public key as QPt ¼ l � g. On the other
hand, the doctor Dc also randomly selects # 2 Z�
p as a doctor’s

secret key and sets PDc ¼ #i � g as doctor’s public key. Then,
the system_parameter (sys_param) is;

G1;G2; g; p; e;H;H1;H2;ACM;ADcf g.

5.1.2. Appointment_procedure()

In this phase, the patient Pt gets the information related to
appointment with the hospital Ht under the protection of
treatment_key (TK) as follows;

� Patient Pt randomly selects a 2 Zp, calculates X ¼ ga and

XPt ¼ X ðH 1ðIDPtÞÞPwdPt . Afterward, the patient sends XPt to
hospital Ht.

� Hospital Ht randomly selects b 2 Zp, calculates Y ¼ gb and

Y Ht ¼ Y ðH 1ðIDHtÞÞPwdPt . Then, the hospital Ht sends Y Ht to

patient Pt.
� After receiving, Y Ht from the hospital Ht, patient Pt com-

putes, KPt ¼ Y Ht

H1ðIDHtÞPwdPt Þ

� �a
and generate treatment_key

ðTKÞ ¼ HðIDPt; IDHt;XPt; Y Ht; PwdPt;KPtÞ.
� The hospital Ht computes KHt ¼ XHt

H1ðIDHtÞPwdPt Þ

� �b
and gener-

ates treatment_key as ðTKÞ ¼ HðIDPt; IDHt;XPt; Y Ht;
PwdPt;KPtÞ. This procedure helps the patient Pt to make

an appointment with the hospital Ht.

After, the hospital Ht assigns a doctor Dc to patient Pt,
sends this appointment-information (under the protection of

treatment_key (TK)) to patient Pt and treatment_key (TK)
to doctor Dc. Finally, the patient Pt decrypts this
appointment-information to obtain the information about

the doctor Dc, the scheduled-time ðTmPtÞ, and some other
related-information ðAuxPtÞ.

5.1.3. Store_procedure ()

This phase is related to the storage of outsourced EHRs at

CSP. Initially, the patient Pt calculates a warrant ðWtPtÞ to
meet the doctor Dc, where

WAPt ¼ ðIDPtjjIDDcjjTmPtjjAuxPtÞ;and WtPt ¼ l �H2ðWAPtÞ:

Then, the doctor Dc generates the related EHR ðmsÞ and
encrypts it by a secure symmetric encryption technique i.e.,

AES-128 bit, and generates Ct ¼ EkðTK; ðmsjjWAPtjjWtPtÞÞ.
Where Ek represents a secure symmetric encryption technique
i.e., AES-128 bit. Based on the current time tm, the doctor Dc

derives the hash-values of u - successive blocks which are latest
confirmed on the Ethereum blockchain. These hash-values are
described as Blhashtm ¼ ðBlt�uþ1;Blt�uþ2; . . . ;BltþuÞ, where

ðtþ uÞ describes as latest confirmed height on the blockchain
which are u P 12 for Ethereum blockchain. Moreover, the

doctor Dc with associated identity ðIDDcÞ computes

Qm ¼ H1ðIDDcÞ;S ¼ # �Qm; and

d ¼ HðBlhashtm jjH1ðIDDcÞjjH1ðIDPtÞjjH2ðCtjjWtPtÞjjWAptÞÞ
Then, the doctor Dc randomly selects r 2 Z�

p, and computes

R ¼ r � g; h ¼ H2ðR; d; IDDcÞ; and V ¼ r � hþ S

After that, the doctor Dc calculate the signature_value as
r ¼ ðV;R; d; IDDcÞ. Afterward, the doctor Dc sends

Ĉt ¼ Ct; r;Blhashtm ;WAPt;WtPtf g to CSP. Upon receiving Ĉt
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from the doctor’s side, the CM first confirms that Bltþu is the

latest confirmed block on the Ethereum blockchain. If this
confirmation fails, then the CM rejects it; otherwise, the CM
verifies the following equation as follows;

eðV; gÞ¼? eðQm;PDcÞ � eðR; hÞ ð1Þ
iff Eq. 1 holds, the CM accepts Ĉt, otherwise rejects it.

Finally, the CM uploads this outsourced EHRs to IPFS
storage on the cloud-environment in a decentralized manner.
The IPFS storage store these EHRs into corresponding

storage-node by using related information, i.e., patient-
identity ðIDPtÞ and automatically returns a hash-value ðHÞ,
i.e., H ¼ H1ðCtjjrjjBlhashtmÞ, which is kept in DHT as described

in Fig. 2.
Now, the CM creates the transactions Tx1, as described in

Fig. 3, where CM transfers 0 ether from their account ðACMÞ to
doctor’s account ðADcÞ, andH sets as data-value of transaction
Tx1. Afterwards, the CM uploads this transaction Tx1 to

Ethereum blockchain. This transaction Tx1 is recorded as a
latest block of height ðtþ uþ 1Þ [38,42]. Once the blockchain
accepts and confirms the transaction, then the CM properly
manages the outsourced EHRs at CSP over the distributed

IPFS-storage node.

5.1.4. Auditing_procedure()

Given the EHR ðBlhashtm ; IDPt;Ct;WAPt;WtPtÞ, the TPA can
check the integrity of the outsourced EHR and timeliness of
Ethereum blockchain as follows;

� Based on the stored Ĉt at the CSP, the TPA access the out-

sourced EHR. After that, the TPA parse the EHR and
obtain ðCt;WAPt;WtPt; rÞ.

� TPA extracts the related transaction from Ethereum block-

chain and obtain the information about the accounts of CM
ðACM Þ and account of doctor ðADcÞ from Ethereum block-
chain. Further, based on the Nonce_value of ðACM Þ, the
TPA also extracts the number of transactions performed

from ðACMÞ to ðADcÞ.
� TPA verifies whether the number of generated transactions
matches the number of EHRs recorded by the doctors. If
the verification fails, the TPA rejects it.

� Afterward, TPA checks the validity of warrant ðWtPtÞ and
ðrÞ; then, if this verification fails, the TPA rejects it.

� Validate the timeliness of the outsourced EHRs by verifying

the transaction_time, which is obtained from the corre-
sponding block on Ethereum blockchain, if the validation
fails, the TPA rejects it.

� Based on the height of the block- ðt þ uþ 1Þ, the TPA

locates the block and derive the value of h0 from the corre-

sponding transaction; then, compute H 1ðCtjjrjjBlhashtmÞ ¼ h0

and verify h¼? h0. If the verification fails, the TPA rejects it.

5.2. Support for batch outsourcing of EHRs

In real scenario, multiple patients ðPtiÞ may visit to multiple
doctors ðDciÞ, so multiple doctors generate and outsource
many EHRs simultaneously. The individual outsourcing of

these generated EHRs could be cumbersome, inefficient and
unreliable for the CM and doctors. We assume that there are
n-different patients ðPt1;Pt2; . . . ;PtnÞ with associated identities

ðIDPt1 ; IDPt2 ; . . . ; IDPtnÞ and n-different doctors ðDc1;

Dc2; . . . ;DcnÞ with associated identities ðIDDc1 ; IDDc2 ; . . . ;
IDDcnÞ. Multiple patients may get appointment for multiple

doctors simultaneously. Afterwards, the particular patient Pti
for ði 2 nÞ, meet to their assigned doctor ðDciÞ on the
scheduled-time. Then, the corresponding doctor generates the
EHRs and outsources it. However, it is more favorable for

the CM to batch all these outsourcing tasks together and store
all outsourced EHRs over the distributed IPFS nodes at CSP
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at one-time. Therefore, we enhance the proposed model to sup-
port batch outsourcing and auditing, which is illustrated in the
following manner.

5.2.1. Set_up procedure()

As described earlier, the hospital Ht provides a human-
memorisable password - PwdPti 8i2½1;...;n� for every patients

ðPtiÞ. The patients ðPtiÞ randomly selects lias its secret key,

and also generates corresponding patient’s public key as
QPti

¼ li � g. On the other hand, the doctor Dci also randomly

selects #i 2 Z�
p as its secret key and sets PDci ¼ #i � g as its pub-

lic key, ACM sender;ACM receiverf g - are two accounts of CM on

Ethereum blockchain, and the remaining parameters are simi-
lar to those mentioned above. Thus, the system_parameter
(sys_param) is G1;G2; g; p; e;H;H1;H2;ACM sender;ACM receiverf g.

5.2.2. Appointment procedure()

The patients ðPtiÞ get the appointment with hospital (Ht) under
the protection of corresponding treatment_key (TK) as follows;

� Each of the patient Pti randomly selects ai 2 Zp, calculates

X i ¼ gai and XPti ¼ X iðH 1ðIDPtiÞÞPwdPti . After that, the

patient sends XPti to hospital Ht.

� Hospital Ht randomly selects b 2 Zp, calculates Y ¼ gb and

Y Hti ¼ Y ðH 1ðIDHtÞÞPwdPti . After that, the hospital Ht sends

Y Hti to patient Pti.
� After receiving, Y Hti from the hospital Ht, every patient Pti

computes, KPti ¼ Y Hti

H1ðIDHtÞPwdPti Þ

� �a
and generate their corre-

sponding treatment_key ðTKiÞ= HðIDPti ; IDHt;XPti ; Y Hti ;
PwdPti ;KPtiÞ.

� The hospital Ht computes, KHti ¼ XHti

H1ðIDHtÞPwdPti Þ

� �b
and gener-

ate treatment_key ðTKiÞ ¼ HðIDPti ; IDHt;XPti ; Y Hti ; PwdPti ;
KPtiÞ, and patient Pt makes an appointment with the hospi-

tal Ht.

After, the hospital Ht assigns a doctor ðDciÞ to particular

patient ðPtiÞ, sends this appointment-information (under the
protection of corresponding treatment_key ðTKiÞ to patient
ðPtiÞ and treatment_key ðTKiÞ to doctor ðDciÞ. Finally, the
each of the patient ðPtiÞ decrypts this appointment-

information to obtain the information about their respective
doctor ðDciÞ, the scheduled-time ðTmPtiÞ, and some other

related-information ðAuxPtiÞ.
5.2.3. Store_procedure ()

As described earlier, each of the patient ðPtiÞ calculate their
respective warrants ðWtPtiÞ to meet their respective assigned

doctor ðDciÞ, i.e.,
WAPti ¼ ðIDPti jjIDDci jjTmPti jjAuxPtiÞ;WtPti ¼ li �H2ðWAPtiÞ:

Then, the respective assigned doctor ðDciÞ for each of the

patients ðPtiÞ generates the related EHRs ðmsiÞ and encrypts
it by a secure symmetric encryption technique, i.e., AES-128
bit, and generates Cti ¼ EkðTKi; ðmsijjWAPti jjWtPtiÞÞ Based

on the current time tm, the doctor ðDciÞ derives the hash-
values of u - successive blocks which are latest confirmed on

the Ethereum blockchain. This hash-values is described as
Blhashtm ¼ ðBlt�uþ1;Blt�uþ2; . . . ;BltþuÞ. Moreover, the doctor

ðDciÞ with associated identity ðIDDciÞ computes

Qmi
¼ H1ðIDDciÞ;Si ¼ #i �Qmi

; and

d ¼ HðBlhashtm jjH1ðIDDciÞjjH1ðIDPtiÞjjH2ðCtijjWtPtiÞjjWAptiÞÞ
After that, the doctor ðDciÞ randomly selects ri 2 Z�

p, and

computes

Ri ¼ ri � g; hi ¼ H2ðR; d; IDDciÞ;Vi ¼ ri � hi þ Si

Then, the doctor ðDciÞ calculates the signature_value as
ri ¼ ðVi;Ri; d; IDDciÞ. Afterward, the doctor ðDciÞ sends

Ĉti ¼ Cti; ri;Blhashtm ;WAPti ;WtPtif g to CSP. Upon receiving

Ĉti from the doctor’s side, the CM first confirms that Bltþu is

the latest confirmed block on the Ethereum blockchain. In
the batch, outsourcing of EHRs from multiple doctors who
select the same Blhashtm are outsourced simultaneously. If this

confirmation fails, then the CM rejects it; otherwise, the CM
verifies the following equation as follows;

eð
Xn

i¼1

Vi; gÞ¼?
Yn
i¼1

eðQmi
;PDciÞ � eðRi; hiÞ ð2Þ

iff Eq. 2 holds, then the CM accepts Ĉti, otherwise rejects it.
Finally, the CM uploads this outsourced EHRs to IPFS stor-

age on the cloud-environment in a decentralized manner. The
IPFS will store this EHRs into corresponding storage-node by
using related information, i.e., patient-identity ðIDPtiÞ and

automatically returns a hash-value ðHiÞ, i.e., Hi ¼
H1ðCtijjrijjBlhashtmÞ.

Now, the CM creates the transactions-Tx1 as described in
Fig. 4. Where CM transfer 0 ether from ðACM senderÞ to

ðACM receiverÞ, and H sets as data-value of transaction-Tx1.
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Afterward, the CM uploads this transaction-Tx1 to Ethereum
blockchain. This transaction-Tx1 is recorded as a latest block
of height ðtþ uþ 1Þ. Once the blockchain accepts and con-

firms the transaction, the CM appropriately manages the out-
sourced EHRs at CSP over the distributed IPFS-storage node.

5.2.4. Auditing_procedure ()

This phase is same as ‘‘single outsourcing of EHR for a single
patient by a single doctor”. So the whole auditing_procedure
would not repeat for the sake of simplicity.

6. Security analysis

In this section, a brief explanation about the security analysis

of the proposed model is evaluated with detailed proofs of var-
ious theorems.

Theorem 1. The proposed model is computationally intract-

able against impersonation attacks.

Proof. In the proposed model, impersonation attacks executed
by any external adversary can be considered when the adver-
sary A may obtain the treatment_key (TK) executes

password-guessing attacks. Whenever the adversary A is suc-
cessful, then he/she may impersonate the target for making
the appointment. As a result, the adversary A may execute var-

ious attacks, i.e., Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS), to
tamper the proposed model. We describe the security analysis
of the password-based authenticated key-exchange protocol as
follows. To show the computational infeasibility of password-

based authenticated key-exchange protocol, we follow the
multi-party key-exchange protocol model described in
[39,40]. In this model, the simulator will try to find guesses

on the password by analyzing the random oracle queries of
the adversary A. Afterwards, this information can be used to
break the computational intractable strong Decisional Diffie-

Hellman (DDH) - assumption [41]. Thus, we can prove that
if the adversary A can execute the prohibited queries with
non-negligible probability. Then, the adversary A can break

the computational intractable strong DDH-assumption with
non-negligible probability.

Suppose, the misleading query is performed under W-
queries, where W be a polynomial and limited by the

execution-time of the adversary A. Let v1 ¼ ga; v2 ¼ gb, and
Fig. 4 Transaction ðTx1Þ for batch
v3 ¼ gc ¼ Gp be a strong DDH-assumption. The simulator

randomly selects i 2 ½0;W�. For the ith- delivery query-

message, to start a session between the patient and the

hospital, the simulator sets XPt ¼ v1 � ðH1ðIDPtÞÞPwdPt . It indi-
cates that the patient Pt randomly selects x to replace the value
of a, whereas the simulator doesn’t have any idea for a.

Whenever, Ht make a respond to XPt ¼ x � ðH1ðIDPtÞÞPwdPt .
Then, Ht set YHt ¼ v2 � ðH1ðIDHtÞÞPwdPt . It indicates that the

hospital Ht randomly selects y to substitute the value of b. At
this situation, if the adversary A generates a set of queries to
random oracle H1 with

XPt ¼ x � H1ðIDPtÞð ÞPwdPt ;YHt ¼ v2 � H1ðIDHtÞð ÞPwdPt

and treatment_key (TK) = v3, then guess that the DDH-
assumption is a valid Diffie-Hellman (DH) instance such that

v3 ¼ gab. Otherwise, the simulator flips a coin to conclude

either v3 ¼ gab or not. Let 2 be the adversary’s probability

for breaking the real instances. As the probability of v3 ¼ gab

is the same as to randomly select v3 in the defined DDH-
assumption, so the adversary can break the computationally

intractable strong DDH-assumption with the non-negligible
probability -
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represents the probability of the external

adversary to satisfies ðga; gb; gabÞ for randomly selected gc with

random coin-flips and the value 1
2

1
2

� 	
shows the total probabil-

ity of the external adversary’s success for v3 ¼ gab.

Theorem 2. The proposed model is computationally secure
against any type of modification attack on outsourced EHRs

at CSP.

Proof. For the proposed model, we employ three security tech-
niques to resist any type of modification attacks for outsourced

data as follows;
outsourcing of multiple EHRs.
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1. First technique: This is related to computationally

infeasibility of the signature_value against any modification.
The doctors ðDciÞ generates the signature_value ðriÞ for all the
generated EHRs and outsource it with EHRs to CSP. Then,

none of the probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary
Awould be able to modify the signature_value ðriÞ.

The proper computationally infeasibility of signature_value
ðriÞ against modification attack is formed by simulating a
game (Game 1) between a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
adversary A and TPA. Now, we can prove that if the adversary

A is able to perform any modification with non-negligible
success probability on ðriÞ, then the algorithm C can able to
generate solution of Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH)-

problem in G1 [41,44].

Game 1: A can obtain following three oracle queries as;

1. Reveal_sys_param_Query - A can request for sys_param
from TPA. So, the TPA returns sys_param as a response

to A.
2. Random_oracle_queries - A can request random_oracle_-

queries ðHiji ¼ 1; 2Þ any-time. Then, A maintain a two lists

- ðHlist
1 and Hlist

2 Þ to respond to these queries.

3. Signing_queries - A can request signing_queries for

ðIDDci ; diÞ. The TPA responds to these queries with ðriÞ.

Further, Game 1 has three different phases as follows;

1. Phase 1: Initially, A creates a reveal_sys_param_query.
Afterward, the TPA sends sys_param to A as a reponse.

2. Phase 2: In this phase, A can make random_oracle_query
and signing_queries.

3. Phase 3: Finally, after a significant number of random_or-

acle_queries, A is capable to create r�
i ¼ ðV �

i ;R
�
i ; ID

�
Dci

; d�i Þ.

A wins the Game 1 iff;

(a) r�
i is a valid signature_value on ðIDDci ; diÞ.

(b) A has not issued any signing_queries for ðIDDci ; diÞ.

The security of ri is defined as follows;

Definition 4: Any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
adversaryA ðt; li; ls;2Þ - breaks the signature_value ðriÞ if A
execute at most - t times, creates at most ls - signing_queries, at

most li - random_oracle_queries to the hash functions, and
AdvsigA is at least 2. Thus, the signature_value ðriÞ is ðt; li; ls;2Þ
- existentially unforgeable under the adaptive chosen-message

attack if none of the probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A
ðt; li; ls;2Þ - breaks the above defined Game 1 with negligible
probability. The following lemma shows that the signature_-

value ðriÞ is computationally infeasible.

Lemma 1: Let H1 and H2 be two random oracles and also

exist an adversary A against the signature_value ðrÞ with 2-
advantage while executing in t- time. Then, there exists an
algorithm C to solve the strong CDH-problem with
probability

200 P
1

ð1þ lsÞe
� �

� 2
and executing in time ðt00Þ
t00 6 tþ ðl1 þ l2 þ 4lsÞ � Tsm

describes as time required for calculating the scalar-
multiplication, li times random_oracle_queries to Hi (i =

1,2), and ls as number of signing_queries by the doctor.
Proof: Initially, we assume that the adversary A is capable

to break the strong EUF-CMA (i.e., existentially unforgeable

against adaptive chosen message attacks [43]) security of the
signature-scheme. Then, we design an algorithm C with a
random instance ðg; x � g; y � gÞ to solve the strong CDH-
problem [41]. Further, we can prove that how the algorithm C

can use the adversary A to get the value of ðx � y � gÞ in G1.

A. Reveal_sys_param_Query:Firstly, the algorithm C sets

QPt ¼ x � g, and generates the system_parameter (sys_param)
as G1;G2; g; p; e;H1;H2f g. The algorithm C controls the hash-
functions, i.e., H1 and H2, which are operated as random

oracles. The algorithm C randomly selects a integer-index

a 2 ½1; l1�, where the ath-query to H1 is on the specified ID�
Dc.

The algorithm C replies to the adversary A’s queries as follows
(i.e., these queries involve Hi (i = 1,2) queries and signing_-

queries, both queries/replies pairs are maintained in lists.).

B. Random_oracle_queries (Hi (i = 1,2) queries) Upon

receiving a query on IDDci , C maintains a list Hlist
1 of tuples

ðh1i; IDDci ;Qmi
Þ and executes the following steps;

� if i – a, C randomly selects h1i 2 Z�
p and calculates

Qmi
¼ H 1ðIDDciÞ ¼ h1i � g, i.e., the probability for i ¼ ais

ðP i¼a ¼ nÞ and the probability for i – ais ðP i–a ¼ 1� nÞ;
� else if i ¼ a, set h1a ¼?;Qma

¼ y � g;
� then, C maintains the corresponding tuples to Hlist

1 .

We also assume that the adversary A often executes the

associated H1 - queries, before executing the other related
queries. Further, upon receiving the H2-query on tuples

ðRi; IDDci ; diÞ, C maintains a list Hlist
2 of tuples

ðRi; IDDci ; h2i; h2i � g; diÞ, randomly selects h2i 2 Z�
p, and calcu-

lates H2ðRi; IDDci ; diÞ ¼ h2i � g. Then, C maintains the corre-

sponding tuples to Hlist
2 . Whenever, the doctor Dc receives the

query on an identity- IDDci , then generates;

� if i ¼ a, C aborts the game;

� else, C executes H 1 - queries on IDDci , then checks Hlist
1 for a

tuple ðh1i; IDDci ;Qmi
Þ, and computes Si ¼ h1i � g.

C. Signing_queries: Upon receiving the signing_queries on

ðIDDci ; diÞ is as follows;

� if i – a, C normally executes the signing procedure to gen-
erate the ri.

� if, i ¼ a, then C generates the ri;
(a) C randomly selects r1; r2 2 Z�

p;

(b) Calculate Ri ¼ r1 � g; V i ¼ r2 � g;
(c) Set H 2ðRi; ID�

Dci
; riÞ ¼ r�1

1 ðr2 � g � H 1ðID�
Dci

ÞÞ.If Hlist
2

has tuple ðRi; ID�
Dci

;?; diÞ, then C selects a another

r1 2 Z�
p and repeatedly execute the above mentioned

steps.

(d) The signature_value is ðV i;Ri; di; IDDciÞ.
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D. Forgery performed by adversary A: Finally, the adversary
A performs an attack by forging the signature-value, i.e.,

r�i ¼ ðV�
i ;R

�
i ; ID

�
Dci

; d�i Þ. If the adversary A successfully forges

the signature_value r�i , then r�i is valid and holds the

verification-condition within polynomial-time;

eð
Xn

i¼1

V�
i ; gÞ ¼

Yn
i¼1

eðQ�
mi
; v�i � gÞ � eðR�

i ; h
�
2Þ;

where Q�
mi

¼ H1ðID�
Dci

Þ ¼ y � g; h�2 ¼ H2ðID�
Dci

, and d�i ;R
�
i Þ.

Then, check the Hlist
2 for H2ðID�

Dci
; d�i ;R

�
i Þ ¼ h2ai � g, and C

can convert the above verification-condition;

eð
Xn

i¼1

V�
i ; gÞ ¼

Yn
i¼1

eðx � g; y � gÞ � eðR�
i ; h2ai � gÞ

Thus, it is simple for C to attain the solution of strong CDH-
problem

x � y � g ¼ V� � h2ai � R�
i :

Clearly, it is in contradiction with the intractability to solve the

strong CDH-problem in polynomial time t. Moreover, to com-
plete the proof, we can prove that C solves the given CDH-

problem with probability 200 P 1
ð1þlsÞe

� �
� 2. Initially, C needs

three different events to succeed:E1: Any probabilistic
polynomial-time adversaryA aborts C for any signing_query.
E2: A creates a valid and non-trivial signature_value ðr�

i Þ for
ðIDDci ; diÞ.E3: A creates valid and non-trivial modification

and C does not abort is probable.
C succeeds iff all the above mentioned events occur. So,

PðE1 \ E2 \ E3Þ ¼ PðE1Þ � PðE2jE1Þ � PðE3jE1 \ E2Þ
where, PðE1Þ represents the probability that for any signing_

queries A does not abort C is at least ð1� nÞls ,
PðE2jE1Þ represents the probability that C does not abort

for any signing_queries and can produce a valid signature_-
value for ðIDDci ; diÞ is at least 2, and.

PðE3jE1 \ E2Þ represents the probability that any A

produces a valid modification for given E1 & E2 and C does
not abort is at least n.

Proof: Now, PðE1 \ E2 \ E3Þ ¼ ð1� nÞls� 2 �n. So,

200 ¼ ð1� nÞls � 2 �n ð3Þ
20

min can be obtained by differentiating Eq. 3

d200

dn
¼ dðð1� nÞls � 2 �nÞ

dn
¼ ð1� nÞls�1� 2 �ð1� nð1þ lsÞÞ

Then, put d200
dn ¼ 0, and we obtain nopt ¼ 1=ð1þ lsÞ. So, Eq. 3

becomes 200 P n � ð1� nlsÞ� 2P 1=ð1þ lsÞ½1� ð1=ð1þ lsÞÞ�� 2.
For,

lim
ls!1

1� 1

ð1þ lsÞ
� �

! e

Thus, PðE1 \ E2 \ E3Þ becomes 200 P 1
ð1þlsÞe

� �
� 2.

Moreover, the following proof illustrates that C solve the
computationally hard CDH-problem in polynomial time t00,
i.e., t00 6 tþ ðl1 þ l2 þ 4lsÞ � Tsm. Therefore, none of the prob-

abilistic polynomial-time adversaryA can be able to modify the
signature_value with non-negligible probability in polynomial
time t.

2. Second technique: This is a secure assigning technique
(i.e., assigning a doctor to a patient during the appointment

procedure), where the patient (Pt) generates a warrant ðWtPtÞ
to meet the doctor. The generation of warrant ðWtPtÞ follows
the security of computationally hard CDH-assumption. Then,
none of the probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A would

be able to modify the warrant ðWtPtÞ.
Definition 5: The ðt;2Þ - CDH assumption holds in G1 if no

probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A, i.e., t - time

adversary A has advantage AdvtCDH
G1

at least - 2 in solving

the CDH assumption in G1 [41].

Lemma 2: Let ðG1;G2Þ be ðt00;200Þ - Co-CDH group pair of
order p. Then, the warrant ðWtPtÞ on ðG1;G2Þ is ðt; ls;2Þ -
secure against existential modification under an adaptive
chosen-message attack, 8t;2 satisfying 2P eðls þ 1Þ � 200 and

t P t00 � dG1
ð2dsÞ, where dG1

- represents a constant value

2 G1.

Proof: By using this lemma, we show that the counterfeiting
of the warrant ðWtPtÞ is computationally hard. As described in
the security analysis of [41,44], there is no probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary A has advantage AdvtCDH
G1

P2,
for solving the CDH assumption in polynomial time - t. So, the
warrant ðWtPtÞ is computationally unforgeable until the CDH

assumption is computationally hard in G1. The detailed proof
can be found in [41,44].

3. Third technique: This security technique is related to
blockchain based tamper-resist technique, where the out-
sourced EHRs, corresponding signature_value, and warrant

are integrated into a transaction on a block in Ethereum
blockchain. By the security definition of blockchain [38], none
of the probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A would be

able to break the computational intractability of Ethereum
blockchain.

Lemma 3: In a Proof-of-Work (PoW), based Ethereum
blockchain, any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A
cannot be able to modify the hash value of transaction ðTx1Þ in
blockchain in polynomial time - t.

Proof: initially, we describe the pre-image resistance of any

cryptographic hash-function, i.e., ”if any given hash-function
Hð�Þ with output Z, it is computationally infeasible for any
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A to find the value y,

such that, Z ¼ HðyÞ [37]”.
Therefore, by the pre-image resistant property of hash-

function Hð�Þ. The proof of this lemma is straightforward.

Assuming, the latest block of height ðtþ uþ 1Þ of

Ethereum blockchian in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, where the data-
value of Bltþuþ1 is H1ðCtjjrjjBlhashtmÞ and H1ð�Þ is computa-

tionally secure hash-function with pre-image resistant. There-

fore, if any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A can be
able to modify theH1ðCtjjrjjBlhashtmÞ of block - ðtþ uþ 1Þ, the
pre-image resistant of H1ð�Þ can be broken.
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Theorem 3. The proposed model is computationally secure

against any type of forgery attack on outsourced EHRs.

Proof. In the proposed model, any type of forgery attack can
be categorized into two different types as follows;

� Type 1. Resistance against the malicious CM: In the case
of malicious CM, we demonstrate that the proposed model is
fully secure against equivocation attacks to assure the non-

equivocation nature. In the proposed model, after the EHR is
outsourced at CSP, the malicious CM can equivocate about
the EHR on the blockchain to replace the existing transaction

(Tx1) with recently generated transaction ðTx01Þ. The complete

illustration of such attack is described in Fig. 5, where the CM

generates a latest transaction ðTx01Þ and integrates the target

EHR into this transaction ðTx01Þ. Therefore, these two trans-

actions (i.e., one transaction Tx1, which is generated by doctor

is for actual EHR, and another transaction ðTx01Þ is generated
by the malicious CM for target EHR) on the blockchain relate
to the same EHR can induce an equivocation. However, in the

proposed model, such type of attack can be easily identified.
Note that, whenever the TPA verifies the integrity of
outsourced EHRs, firstly, it verifies whether the number of

transactions generated by the CM is the same as the number of
EHRs recorded, which have been stored in distributed IPFS
nodes at CSP or not. If this verification fails, the integrity of
the outsourced EHRs would be violated. As the ACM is

specially designed and committed for generating the transac-
tion, the number of transactions generated by the CM can
easily be obtained from the ”Nonce_value” of the block in

ACM. Therefore, the proposed model is fully resisting against
malicious CM.

� Type 2. Resistance against semi-trusted doctors: In the
proposed model, any semi-trusted doctor cannot perform
forgery-attack on any outsourced EHR, even if the EHR is

generated by the doctor herself/ himself. However, any semi-
trusted doctor tries to forge any outsourced EHR, which may
create two different cases of forge-attack as follows;

� Case 1. The first case considers as any malicious doctor
colludes with the CM to substitute the existing EHRs with the

latest ones.

Proof: As described earlier, each of the generated EHRs is

integrated into a transaction (Tx1) in the blockchain. So,
whenever any malicious doctor wants to substitute the existing
Fig. 5 Forgery-attack b
EHR with the latest one by himself/herself, then the only

option for the doctors is to hard-fork the Ethereum
blockchain. Specifically, for an instance of this attack, the
Ethereum blockchain has the structure described in Fig. 6 by

the red-blocks. The malicious doctor and CM generates the

latest transaction - ðTx01Þ and tries to integrate Tx01 into

chained blocks on the blockchain, which is illustrated with
green blocks in Fig. 6. As every block in the Ethereum
blockchain has Previous Hash (the hash-value of the previous
block), if any malicious doctor and CM substitutes the target

block with the latest generated block, it could break the
Ethereum blockchain’s validity. Therefore, there is only one
way to perform this type of attack is to hard-fork the

blockchain, i.e., the malicious doctor makes the latest

blockchain with newly generated transaction ðTx01Þ on the

block (presented inside the blue rectangle) as latest confirmed
longest-chain. However, due to computationally intractability
of Ethereum blockchain, it is computational-hard to fork the

Ethereum blockchain by any adversary A with limited power
and hashrate < 51% of the overall network’s hash rate. The
concrete proof for the chain-growth property (i.e., longest
chain property) of the blockchain follows the Lemma 4.

Lemma 4: In the proposed model, no probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary ðAIÞ or malicious doctor can
perform hard-fork over the blockchain with limited power.

Proof: Initially, we consider an assumption that the
malicious forks can still happen even if there are no inadver-
tent forks. The malicious doctors or adversaries can secretly
maintain a longer chain than the actual blockchain. Once it is

released, it will immediately replace the real blockchain with
the latest longest chain. To prove the validity of Ethereum
blockchain against hard-fork, we describe a game. This game

considers a set of honest doctors with CM and a set of
malicious doctors with CM, respectively. For this game, the
goal of the malicious doctor is to bias the probability

distribution of the extract for the next block in the blockchain,
which refers to as ”Successive block ðu ¼ 12Þ”. Assume that
the extract m of the total successive block is a random pick.

The malicious doctors win if m belongs with a specific subset
ðıÞ of the winning pick. Let the characteristic function of such a
subset of the set of feasible extract blocks are v : ı ! 0; 1f g.
The malicious doctor wins the game if vðmÞ ¼ 1. The prob-

ability of malicious doctor or adversary’s winning is repre-
sented by PAI

.

y the malicious CM.



Fig. 6 Forgery-attack by the semi-trusted doctors.
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The defined game begins at the round where a predeter-
mined initial block identified by 0 is uploaded and asserts

whenever the chain length extends at ðnþ DÞ, where

ðn;DÞ 2 Z. The nth-block is the successive block and its extract
decides whether the adversary wins or not. The given block can

be modified only by forking. So, the consensus algorithm of
the blockchain does not go to the real blockchain but to the
latest longest chain of the adversary. The malicious doctor or

adversary may try to exploit this by attempting to generate a
fork to modify an unfavorable successive block. So, we
consider } be the probability for uniformly distributed extract
value ðm 2 ıÞ to satisfy vðmÞ ¼ 1 and simply defined

} ¼ vðmÞ¼1j j
ıj j . However, all the possible outputs of the game

can be divided into an infinite set of disjoint events Ef; f
� 	

which defines the valid blocks. Further, we also assume that x
- represent the adversary or malicious doctor wins the game.

So, the events Ef \ xrequires the final block B in the longest

chain, which satisfies vðmÞ ¼ 1. So, the winning probability
PAI

can be defined as

PAI
¼

X
fP0

PrðEf \ xÞ ¼
X
fP0

ðkð1� }ÞÞf}

where k = represents the probability that the adversary or

malicious doctor will complete the next oracle with a valid
block. As for the winning condition k P 0; } 6 1, this is signif-
icantly better than }. For instance, on the winning condition,
k ¼ 1=4; } ¼ 1=2;PAI

is increased from 0.50 to 0.572. There-

fore, by performing a hard-fork with limited power and a hash
rate is less than 51% of the overall network’s hash rate, none

of the adversary or malicious doctors can break the validity of
the Ethereum blockchain [47].

� Case 2. For the next case, any malicious doctor generates

an EHR and outsources it to CSP. However, later, he/she tries
to convince that the EHRs are generated by any other doctor.

Proof: Note that in the proposed model, before outsourcing
the EHRs, the patients don’t need to authenticate their
generated EHRs. They only need to authenticate their assigned

doctors before the scheduled diagnosis. Thus, the patient (Pt)
creates a warrant ðWAPt;WtPtÞ to meet the doctor (Dc). This
warrant consists of the details of the assigned doctors, i.e.,

doctor’s ID ðIDDcÞ with their diagnosing-time and other
related information. However, this warrant is also computa-
tionally secure until CDH-problem is hard to solve in
probabilistic polynomial time with non-negligible probability
[44]. Thus, it is computationally infeasible to perform such an
attack for any malicious doctor.

Theorem 4. The proposed model also ensures the timeliness of

the outsourced EHRs.

Proof. The timeliness of EHRs is represented in the associ-
ated timestamp-value, i.e., Tm of transaction in the block

of the blockchain. Notably, in the proposed model, each
of the outsourced EHRs always relate to one transaction
in the blockchain. Thus, after the transaction is chained
into the blockchain, anyone can easily extract the genera-

tion time of EHR from the timestamp-value, i.e., Tm of
transaction.
7. Performance analysis

In this section, the performance of the proposed model is ana-
lyzed. Also, the experimental analysis of the proposed model is
evaluated by comparing it with other existing methodologies
[21,22,31,49]. The whole set-up is designed on systems with

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, Intel(R) Xeon(R) E-2124G CPU@
3.40 GHz �64 - based 64 bit processor, 32 GB DDR3
RAM, 2 TB SATA memory with 64 MB, Amazon cloud

infrastructure [45] set-up for cloud environment, and PBC-
(0.5.14) library used to implement all cryptographic operations
and OpenSSL crypto-library to complete 80-bit security token

ðlÞ. Initially, the fundamental conditions are based on an MNT
159 curve, which has a 160-bit supersingular secure elliptic
curve En over 512-bit finite field Fq. As described earlier, Ether-

eum blockchain used as the platform for the public blockchain.
We deployed the local version of Ethereum blockchain, i.e.,

Ganache client Geth 1:9:0 to design the proposed model.
Moreover, the proposed model is implemented on Amazon
cloud infrastructure, where various virtual machines Ubuntu

16.04 LTS with other required specifications are configured
as the Patients, Hospital with doctors, Cloud service provider
(CSP), and CM, respectively. Further, each of the Amazon

cloud infrastructure’s function communicate with Ganache
via web3js API [46]. The web3js library is lightweight java
library that establishes a IPC or HTTP connection to interact
with Ganache.

Moreover, we also set-up IPFS on the Amazon cloud
infrastructure to establish a decentralized storage platform.



Fig. 7 Communication overhead on the hospital (Ht and patient

Pt).

Fig. 8 Communication overhead of single outsourcing of EHR

and batch outsourcing of EHR.
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Presently, IPFS infrastructure can be built on the top of the
Amazon cloud infrastructure. Along with these, a java library
is also implement to upload the outsourced EHRs to IPFS

storage on cloud environment.

7.1. Communication overhead

The communication overhead between the doctors and CSP
depends on the size of the generated EHRs. Thus, in the com-
munication analysis of the proposed model, we would exclude

the communication overhead of outsourcing the EHRs. The
communication cost for the hospital Ht consists two sub-
parts; the first one is related to communication between patient

Pt to make an appointment, and next one is for assigning the
doctor Dc for corresponding patient Pt. Like as the communi-
cation cost for the patient Pt consists of two sub-parts; the first
one is related to make an appointment to the hospital Ht, and

the next one is to meet with doctor Dc. So, the communication
overhead to make appointment and meet the doctor Dc is only
2ðjpj þ jkjÞ, where jpj is the size of the identity of the hospital

and doctor, and kj is the size of human-memorisable-
password.

Moreover, at the CSP side, the communication cost

includes three sub-parts; the first one is for extracting the
hash-value of u - successive blocks from Ethereum blockchain
to check the correctness of u - successive blocks from the doc-
tor’s side. The next one is related to upload the generated

transaction (Tx) to Ethereum blockchain. Finally, the last
one is related to store the outsourced EHRs in distributed
IPFS-nodes. So, the communication overhead on the CSP side

includes only jnj, where jnj is the total number of transactions
uploaded to blockchain. The other models [21,31,49] bear high
communication overhead due to generations of challenges and

proofs to complete auditing procedures from TPA to CSP and
CSP and TPA, respectively. However, the proposed model
only extracts the latest block from the blockchain and checks

the warrant’s validity only to verify the integrity of the out-
sourced EHRs. So, the proposed model only requires
ðjnj þ 2ÞG1. Further, Fig. 7 illustrates the communication over-
head on all the related entities. So, Fig. 7 describes that all the

entities in the proposed model would bear significant commu-
nication overhead. Fig. 8 shows that the comparison with the
single outsourcing of EHR by a single doctor for a single

patient and the batch EHRs outsourcing of EHR by multiple
doctors for multiple patients simultaneously is more advanta-
geous for the CM on communication overhead. Further, Fig. 8

describes that the comparison with single EHR outsourcing,
the batch outsourcing of EHRs reduces the communication
cost of CM. This analysis also shows that the communication
costs are adequate in practice.

7.2. Computational overhead

We evaluate the computational overhead of the proposed

model in terms of basic cryptographic operations during the
experimental analysis. Initially, the hospital Ht and patient Pt
entities interact to generate the treatment_key (TK). With the

treatment_key (TK), the patient (Pt) gets the appointment.
Then, the patient Pt can generate a warrant ðWAPtÞ and meet
the doctor Dc. For this instance, the corresponding computa-

tional cost is calculated as; ðnþ 4ÞEpþ 6 �MultG1
þ

2 �HashZp
þ ðnþ 2ÞHashG1

, where, n - represents the number

of doctors, Ep - exponent operation in G1;MultG1
- point mul-

tiplication operation in G1;HashZp
- Hash function in

Zp;HashG1
- Hash function in G1. Afterwards, the doctor Dc

generates the corresponding EHR and outsource it to the
CM at CSP, which includes the encrypted EHR with
corresponding signature_value ðrÞ. For this instance, the corre-
sponding computational cost is calculated as follows; n�
HashG1

þ ð2nþ 1ÞMultG1
þ n �Enc þ n �PtA þ ðnþ 1ÞEp, where,

Enc- encryption operation to encrypt the EHRs, PtA-point addi-
tion operation in G1. Finally, the CM stores it and uploads the
transactions ðTxÞ to Ethereum blockchain. So, on the CSP side,

the computational costs are; 2n � ðPoÞG2
þ n �HashG1

þ n�
HashZp

-, where PoG2
pairing operation in G2. In Fig. 9, we

describe the computational cost on the hospital Ht and the

CSP. Further, the experimental results illustrate that the pro-
posed model takes only 1 s to outsource the generated EHRs



Fig. 10 Computational overhead on the CM w.r.t. the number

of doctors.

Fig. 11 Computational overhead of signature-value generation.
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to CSP for the doctor Dc, who is properly managing with a
large number of computers. The computational delay on the
CM for single outsourcing of EHR of a single patient by a sin-

gle doctor is within 16 ms. However, in real scenario, the CM
would support multiple doctors simultaneously. In this scenar-
io, the batch outsourcing of EHRs would dramatically reduce

the computational overhead. Fig. 10 depicts the experimental
evaluation of the comparison between single outsourcing of
EHR and batch outsourcing of EHRs in terms of computa-

tional delay.
Specifically, to illustrate the experimental analysis, we ana-

lyze the generation of signature_value on G1 for all generated
EHRs and EHR’s outsourcing from doctor ðIDDCi

Þ to IPFS

nodes on CSP by following tests; firstly, the doctor ðIDDCi
Þ

generate the EHR with a fixed size, which is limited by jG1j.
Without the loss of generality, suppose the doctor ðIDDCi

Þ gen-
erates EHRs ranging in size from 100 MB to 1000 MB,

increasing incrementally from 100 MB in every test case; also
creates the associated signature_value for all generated EHRs.
Fig. 11 illustrates that the computational overhead for genera-

tion signature_value grows linearly with the size of EHRs.
Moreover, we also perform some required tests to analyze
the computational overhead for the auditing procedure in

the proposed model and other existing models [21,22,31,49].
In [21,31,49], TPA randomly selects a number and subset of
challenged EHRs ðlÞ, then CSP generates proofs as a response.
So, TPA challenges different subsets of EHRs with a continu-

ous increment of 100 MB sets of outsourced EHRs in each test.
However, in [22] and the proposed model, TPA only extracts
the block at the latest height of blockchain and verifies the

total number of generated transactions to the number of EHRs
generated by a doctor ðIDDCi

Þ. Finally, TPA verifies the valid-

ity of the warrant ðWtPtÞ and signature_value ðrÞ to check the
integrity of outsourced EHRs. So, the proposed model and
[22] only requires constant computational overhead for audit-

ing procedures to verify the integrity of outsourced EHRs.
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 shows the overall computational overhead
of the existing models - [21,22,31,49] and proposed model to

perform the auditing procedure at TPA and CSP, respectively.
Moreover, the complete analysis of the computational over-
head of the EHR outsourcing and storage procedure is

described in Table 3. On the other hand, Table 3. also shows
Fig. 9 Computational overhead on (Ht and CSP).
that the computational overhead of the proposed model is
lower than the models described by [21,22,31,49], especially

in terms of pairing operation ðPoÞG2
. This lower computational

cost occurs due to reducing the number of cryptographic
operations.

For concrete experimental analysis, we demonstrate the sys-
tem performance in terms of latency and throughput of trans-
actions; also capacity and size of blocks over the blockchain as
follows;

7.2.1. Transaction latency

Transaction latency refers to the overall execution time
throughout the blockchain, including the transaction broad-

casting time and execution time of the consensus algorithm.

TLT ¼ TCT � TNTð Þ � TST

where TLT;TCT;TNT;TST are transaction-latency, transaction-
conformation-time, network-threshold, and transaction-
submission-time, respectively.



Fig. 12 Computational overhead of TPA for auditing

procedure.

Fig. 13 Computational overhead of CSP for auditing procedure.
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The average transaction latency is obtained by continu-
ously changing the transaction send rate from 100 to 1000

transactions-per second (tsp) to outsourced the EHRs.
Fig. 14 illustrates that the proposed EHR storage blockchain
framework’s average transaction latency is considerably

increased until the transaction-send-rate (tps) reaches up to
650 tsp. The transaction latency of the proposed EHR storage
blockchain framework grows linearly as, after the transaction
send-rate (tps) of 650 tsp, the number of transaction genera-
Table 3 Comparison of computational overheads.

Schemes Overall computation ove

Cao et al. [22] 2n � ðPOÞG2
þ ð2nþ 3Þ � P

Zhang et al. [21] 3 � ðPOÞG2
þ ðn� 1ÞPtA þ

Sun et al. [49] ð2nþ 1ÞðPOÞG2
þ ðnþ 1Þ

Benil et al. [31] ð4nÞðPOÞG2
þ ð3nþ 1ÞPtA

Proposed 2 � ðPOÞG2
þ n � PtA þ ð2n
tion requests continuously increases. So, the transaction send
rate of 650 tsp is considered the average transaction send rate
of the proposed model. Also, the size of generated EHRs varies

and can be enormous. Further, the encryption operation
increases EHR’s size, making storage of these EHRs over
blockchain a costlier operation. The proposed model employs

only IPFS hash-value of encrypted EHRs stored in the block-
chain to address these issues. Fig. 15, illustrates the latency
result of uploading the EHRs on IPFS nodes at CSP. This fig-

ure shows that the latency of uploading the EHRs generally
increased with the EHR size. The maximum time related to
uploading any generated EHR on IPFS nodes is 27 s with
an EHR of size 1000 MB.

7.2.2. Transaction throughput

Transaction throughput refers to the number of successful

transactions completed on the blockchain during a specified
time slot.

Transaction� throughput ¼ Successful� transactions

TimeðsecÞ
Note that the invalid transactions should be excluded from the

set of total transactions to get the successful transactions.
Fig. 16 shows that the average transaction throughput contin-
uously rises as the transaction send-rate rises until it achieves

the threshold value of transaction send-rate 700 tps. Further,
in the optimal case, the average transaction throughput is con-
sidered to be 700 tps; after that, the throughput decreases by

increasing the transaction send rate.

7.2.3. Block capacity and block size

The proposed model’s performance analysis also considers the

capacity of blocks and the number of transactions over the
blockchain. The baseline for analysis has been established at
100 blocks having EHR transactions. The number of blocks

has continuously increased by 100 to 1000 blocks. Let us sup-
pose that the average EHR size is 25 KB, and the block head-
er’s size can be as standard 80 bytes. Further, the standard size
of a block is 1 MB, so 100 blocks with blockchain storage can

contain 4096 transactions. Moreover, we consider that a block
contains only 1000 transactions, which is continuously increas-
ing by 1000 to illustrate the analysis of the blockchain height.

This analysis shows that approximately 78 blocks can be pre-
sent over the blockchain.

Thus, the experimental analysis shows that the proposed

model is efficient and can be easily implemented in practice.

7.3. Security comparison

Table 4 compares the proposed model to with other existing
schemes [18,21,22,24,25,27,29,31,32] earlier reviewed in the
rhead

tA þ ð3nþ 4ÞMultG1
þ ð2nþ 1ÞHashG1

þ ðnþ 1ÞHashZp
þ ð2nþ 3ÞEp

ðnþ 4ÞMultG1
þ n �HashG1

þ n �HashZp
þ ðnþ 1ÞEp

PtA þ ðnþ 2ÞEp þ ðnþ 2ÞHashG1
þ ðnþ 1ÞHashZp

þ ð4nþ 2ÞMultG1

þ ð2nþ 1ÞEp þ ð6nÞHashG1
þ ðnÞHashZp

þ ð4nþ 3ÞMultG1

þ 6ÞMultG1
þ ð3nþ 2ÞHashG1

þ ðnþ 2ÞHashZp
þ ð2nþ 4ÞEp



Fig. 14 Average transaction latency of the proposed model.

Fig. 15 Uploading time of outsourced EHRs in IPFS nodes.

Fig. 16 Average transaction throughput of the proposed model.
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related work section in terms of features and functionality. The
main comparison focuses on the standard security (Universal
Composability (UC)), whether the proposed model follows

it. The standard security (Universal Composability (UC))
model is a significant component of computationally
intractability, associated with data integrity and confidential-

ity. So, Table 4 illustrates that the proposed model only fol-
lows it to achieve complete intractability against forgery and
modification attack to ensure data integrity with proper prob-

abilistic concrete proof. In addition, Considering the imper-
sonation attack, the work of [22], and the proposed model
employs the secure password-based authenticated key-
exchange protocol to ensure security against password guess-

ing attack by an external adversary. Meanwhile, the infeasibil-
ity against collusion attacks of the proposed model also
guarantees none of the malicious entities can perform collusion

attacks to break the security of the model. Moreover, only the
work [21], and the proposed model can simultaneously handle
multiple outsourcing of generated EHRs and multiple auditing

of outsourced EHRs to support efficient batch outsourcing
and auditing, respectively. Table 4 shows the comparison
between the proposed model and other existing models in

terms of storage feature of the proposed model. The storage
of EHRs directly into blockchain database, causing a signifi-
cant scalability issues. It could also be implemented in a cen-
tralized or local database, which raises issues of privacy and

confidentiality. So, to address the scalability and storage com-
pleteness issues, the proposed model stores the outsourced
EHRs in decentralized storage (i.e., IPFS) and store only their

hash-values in blockchain. Therefore, as observed from
Table 4, the proposed model can significantly support the stan-
dard security features.

8. Discussion

The proposed model illustrates how to integrate blockchain

technology to design a tamper-proof storage model for
EHR. As the EHR of the patients is confidential and highly
sensitive, it is vital to construct a tamper-proof EHR storage

model via immutable blockchain technology to secure sensitive
healthcare records. Blockchain technology has been considered
a powerful technique to address the integrity and
confidentiality-related security issues with cloud-based EHR

storage models. The proposed model differs from existing
EHR storage models in that we employ a peer-to-peer decen-
tralized storage system, i.e., IPFS, to avoid a single point of

failure for EHR storage. It makes the proposed model an ideal
EHR storage model in a cloud environment where proper
availability is highly demanded. It does not need to be depen-

dent on any centralized storage server. Moreover, the other
key feature is its ability always to establish a secure communi-
cation channel to take infeasible online appointments for
patients. In the implementation, we are also conscious of the

public blockchain’s limitations towards hard-fork to reverse
any transactions after the latest DAO hacks.

As described in Section 6 (Security analysis), the proposed

model outperforms the existing models significantly in terms of
proper security against - collusion, modification, and forgery
attacks with the standard security model (UC model). The

security analysis follows the computational intractability of
hard CDH and DDH assumptions [41]. Furthermore, Section 7



Table 4 Comparative analysis in the security of different schemes and proposed model.

Schemes Public

auditable

Standard

Security model

(UC model)

Storage

Completeness

Resistance

against

Impersonation

attack

Batch

outsourcing

and auditing

Resistance

against

Collusion

attack

Database

storage

Scalability

Zhang

et al. [18]

U X U X X X Cloud

storage

X

Zhang

et al. [21]

U X U X U X Cloud

database

X

Cao

et al. [22]

U X U U X X Blockchain

database

X

Zaabar

et al. [24]

U X U X X X Orbit DB

with IPFS

X

Yu et al.

[25]

U X U X X X Blockchain

database

X

Li et al.

[27]

U X U X X X Blockchain

database

X

Hussien

et al. [29]

U X U X X X Blockchain

with IPFS

U

Benil

et al. [31]

U X U X X X Blockchain

database

X

Ghayvat

et al. [32]

U X U U X X Blockchain

database

U

Proposed U U U U U U Blockchain

with IPFS

U
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(Performance analysis) shows that the proposed model incurs
low computational overhead with various standard security

features is another major goal. The merits of the proposed
model come at the cost of extra communication overhead for
appointment procedures in Section 5.1.2. The reason is that
the proposed model employs an intractable password-based

authenticated key-exchange protocol to establish a secure
channel to take appointments for patients. This password-
based authenticated key exchange protocol incurs significant

extra communication overhead to the proposed model.
Besides, based on the listed features of the proposed model,
we can discern that a suitable blockchain-based tamper-

proof EHR storage model will be implemented in the near
future.

9. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a blockchain-based tamper-proof EHR storage
in the cloud environment has been proposed. This strategy

ensures the proper infeasibility of the outsourced EHRs in dis-
tributed IPFS nodes. On the other hand, the proposed model
also assures the proper computationally unforgeability of out-
sourced EHRs. Any malicious doctor who generates and out-

sources the EHRs may collude with the CSP to forge the
outsourced EHRs. The proposed model is implemented on
the Ethereum blockchain, where the generated EHRs are inte-

grated into a transaction of the Ethereum blockchain. Thus,
the integrity of the outsourced EHRs follows the computa-
tional intractability of Ethereum, which ensures the timeliness

of outsourced EHRs. So, anyone can efficiently extract the
generation time of EHRs. The security analysis illustrates that
the proposed model is computationally unforgeable to numer-
ous attacks in distributed IPFS nodes at CSP for EHR storage.
The comprehensive numerical evaluation and comparison of

experimental results may be utilized to validate the proposed
model’s overall performance, demonstrating that the proposed
model is much practical and effective in terms of computation
and communication overhead.

In a real-world scenario, it is not reasonable to store the
outsourced EHRs on cloud storage and respective transactions
on a blockchain network for a long-time. So, we will further

explore the scalable consortium blockchain architecture to
support the deletion of blocks (i.e., deletion of outsourced
EHRs after some time). This scalable consortium blockchain

architecture may support effective storage management on
the blockchain with proper immutability and high scalability.
In addition, efficient decentralized auditing may also be needed

to handle a single point of failure for auditing procedures at a
single TPA. Therefore, a potential direction of future work is
to design a deletable blockchain-based immutable EHR stor-
age in the cloud environment with efficient decentralized

auditing.
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